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Abstract 

              The technique provides the user with an easy and precise way to pick the 

desired object, independent of its size, location or orientation. In this paper, we have analysis 

object picking algorithms using pick sphere and shown their characteristics and limitations 

through a user study. Therefore, it is important to examine the comparative study that are 

available and determine those that are best suited for the tasks that need to be accomplished. 

Based on these researches, we present new forms of the object picking technique using pick 

sphere, to support series of experiments to evaluate these new techniques. The algorithm 

gains its performance by multi-level bounding sphere checks and by taking succeeding 

coherence so it is possible to pick an object along the surface of moderately .In this paper, as 

sphere is used to represent the intersection point of the ray coming from the user input and 

the object to be picked .Thus the performance of the picking process increase while using the 

pick sphere. 

 

KeyWords:-- Pick sphere, Bounding sphere,3D object, virtual environment(VE),intersected 

volume. 

 

 

 

 

I  INTRODUCTION 

Object picking is a primary interaction technique which must be supported by any 

interactive three-dimensional environment. Although numerous techniques exist, few have 

been designed to support the picking of objects in dense target environments, or the selection 

of objects which are occluded from the user's viewpoint. In this paper, we explore the effect 

of design guidelines and strategies to aid the development of 3D object picking using pick 

sphere technique .The results provide an initial understanding of how these factors affect 

picking performance. Furthermore, the results showed that our new techniques adequately 

allowed users to select targets which were not visible from their initial viewpoint [1]. The 

audio and haptic feedback did not provide significant improvements, and our analysis 

indicated that our introduced visual feedback played the most critical role in aiding the 

selection task. One method of doing this would be to click on the object on the screen and 
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have the camera refocus itself around that object. This method of selecting an object from the 

screen with the mouse is called picking. The first thing we have to write code for setting up 

the framework for picking and we need to do is have some input from the mouse to play with 

and see if an object in our scene was clicked on. The first part of picking is simply getting the 

mouse clicks and sending them on to our scene. The second thing is for getting the Scene to 

pick all of our Objects and to write the next part of the picking function, converting the 2D 

point into a 3D ray by projecting it using an inverse matrix we will create by taking a few 

settings [2]. The next phase is to compute the intersected volume of the object and the center 

point of the pick sphere with respect to the bin area. Complex geometric objects are typically 

constructed from a number of primitive objects. Intersection algorithms that operate on 

complex objects often work by breaking the problem into a series of primitive geometric 

predicates acting on basic elements, such as points, lines and curves, that form the boundary 

of the objects involved. 

 

Figure 1: Picking concept using mouse 

 

The x and y co-ordinates are determined from the 3D object, whereas the z 

coordinate which is the depth or distance co-ordinate requires the 3D representation. All we 

have to do is convert the ray into the local coordinates of the model we are checking and have 

the built in Mesh [3]. Intersect function tell us whether we have hit home or not. Now our 

engine will successfully test any mesh based objects that we load and report back with a true 

or false whether that object was clicked on or not. It will also set the clicked on object to be 

active in the scene so we can access it and play with other things once we know what was 

clicked. 

 

2. OBJECT PICKING USING PICK SPHERE METHOD 

   The usefulness of the bounding Sphere is that it is easy to test that a point is 

outside of it, two spheres are disjoint and a line or ray intersects the sphere. In order to find 

the point of intersection of a ray with an object, we reverse the transformation that created the 

object from a primitive and apply that reversed transformation to the ray. Then find the points 

of intersection of the transformed ray and the original primitive. If we have a scene with 

many objects, for each ray from the eye we need to check for intersections with all objects. 

However each ray will usually strike a small percentage of the objects in a scene. There 

would be a significant gain in efficiency if there was a way to quickly eliminate objects 
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which are not struck by a given ray without having to perform the expensive tests seen above. 

This can be done by using extents. An extent defines a simple area around each object which 

can be quickly tested for intersections. For primary rays, each object is projected onto the 

view plane and the minimum bounding rectangle   for each object is calculated before ray 

tracing Each ray is then tested to see if it intersects the minimum bounding rectangle, if it 

does not, the object cannot possibly be intersected by the ray and is ignored. This involves 

finding a minimum bounding rectangle which encloses a number of objects [3]. A bounding 

volume is simply a volume that bounds one, or more, objects. Bounded objects can have 

arbitrarily complex geometry. A geometrically simple bounding volume entails that collision 

tests can be initially against the bound followed by a more complex and accurate collision 

test if needed. Bounding sphere is a hypothetical sphere that completely encompasses an 

object. It is defined by a 3D coordinate representing the center of the sphere, and a scalar 

radius. Checking for collision between two objects can be a very complicated task, involving 

tests between the many faces of each object [4]. To perform this task quickly, simplified 

volumes are often used to represent each object, allowing fast tests for collision. Unlike a 

bounding box, a bounding sphere doesn’t need to be recreated if the model rotates. Figure: 2 

demonstrate the hierarchy for a bounding sphere. If the model being bounded rotates, the 

bounding sphere will still be large enough to contain it. In addition, individual parts of a 

primitive should be pick-able.  For example, it should be possible to return the exact mesh of 

a picked model primitive.  Picking should be fast enough to allow roll-over picking, that is, 

continuously executing a pick as the mouse moves across the screen [5].   

 
Figure :2 bounding sphere 

These algorithms could either be used individually or executed in parallel and their results 

integrated together. If a model has a hole in it because the alpha test failed, picking on the 

hole should not return the model. It should be trivial for developers 

implementing primitives to make their primitives pick-able. Pick sphere is used to represent 

the intersection point of the ray coming from the user input and the object to be picked [6]. 

So at the cursor position we can be able to see the pick sphere while we are picking the 

object. 

 

3. OBJECT AND A PICK SPHERE 

   Generally, there are two ways to implement picking with a pick sphere: either one 

checks for collisions between the sphere and the topological entities’ geometry or one 

calculates the point of the topological entity’s geometry that is next to the centre of the pick 

sphere and checks if the distance between the nearest point and sphere center is smaller than 

the current pick radius. Only the second approach promises exact results, but requires time-

consuming nearest-point calculations [9]. To minimize those Calculations, a bounding sphere 

check is introduced and described in the following. First of all the each object’s topological 

elements’ geometry are determined and stored. If a pick is initiated by the user, the procedure 

starts with creating the object bounding sphere around the selected position. Access the 

http://blogs.agi.com/insight3d/index.php/2008/01/18/introducing-primitives/
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properties like position, orientation, scale, center of the bounding box etc by the mouse 

motion sensor and store in the buffer.  Then connect to the database and find all the objects 

which come inside the bounding sphere using the accessed properties. This trick is used to 

avoid the accessing of all the objects details from the database to find which object is 

selected. Now it is enough to do the nearest plane calculation only for the objects within the 

bounding sphere[10]. Some picking algorithms do not consider per fragment operations such 

as the alpha test. We have designed the algorithm such that each has a different user 

preference for picking. These preferences are: (1) picking an object nearest the central 

pointing ray; (2) picking a moving object and (3) picking an object from a collided area. We 

wanted to find out if having several algorithms available based on different user preferences 

increases the chances for correctly selecting objects[11].  

We have described how to find objects that are inside the pick sphere. We can exploit the 

structure of our picking implementation to avoid the computation of actual intersections. In 

fact, it is sufficient to save the name of the objects to the array additionally to the object ID. 

First of all the bounding sphere around each object and all its topological elements’ geometry 

are determined and stored [7]. If the user initiates a pick, the procedure starts with checking 

the pick sphere against the object bounding spheres. This is done by calculating the volume 

of the intersection between the bounding sphere and the pick sphere. So we have to find the 

intersected object with the pick sphere.  

             In principle, a Pick action has to be performed with every cursor movement 

against each and every object, to detect if the cursor has to be intersected to an object [10]. If 

more than one object intersected in the pick sphere, minimum intersected volume object will 

be picked[15]. Thus, the number of these calculations has to be further minimized beyond the 

level already reached with the bounding sphere checks to enable real-time snapping on 

moderately complex and precise models[8]. Figure 3 and figure 4 describe how 3D object 

picking with pick sphere operates. The In the algorithm, the volume of intersection (VI) of 

objects and pick sphere as defined in (1)  

A = (r^2) * cos [({d^2} + {r^2} -{R^2}) / {2 * d * r}]. 

B= (R^2) *arccosine [({d^2} - {r^2} + {R^2}) / {2* d * R}]. 

C = (0.5) * (sqrt [(r + R - d) * (r - R + d) * (R - r + d) * (R + r + d)]). 

 Intersected volume = A+B+C -------------------   (1) 

Where r is the radius of the pick sphere, R denotes the radius of the intersected object and d 

denotes the distance between the centre point of the pick sphere and the intersected object. 

 

 

Figure: 3 bounding sphere with pick sphere 
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Figure:4. The operation of the PICK SPHERE algorithm. Volume of intersection of objects 1 

& pick sphere and objects 2 & pick sphere are compared, smallest will be picked when 

intersecting. 

 

If volume of the intersection of the object1 and the pick sphere is greater than the volume of 

the intersection of     object2 and pick sphere then object1 will be picked Else object2 will be 

picked. PICK SPHERE works very well for picking small objects near larger objects, but it 

does not work well if the user points away from the centre of an object. 

 

4. ALGORITHM 

The algorithm is used to pick a 3D object from non immersive virtual environment. The 

detailed steps are listed as follows: 

Input : list of  all 3D objects in non immersive virtual environment(vo),   

           Pickcube;  

Output: picked object i;  

step1: for each  i in vo do 

                   {  

Step2:  if  picksphere intersect  i  

                 {  

Step3: Vol(i)=calcvol (i,pickcube);  

}  

}  

Step4: picked object= min i  vo vol(i)  

Step5:   minimum volume object to be assigned as picked object  

 

//To calculate the minimum volume 

 

//cx, cy, cz – Centre of the pick sphere 
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//volume – minimum volume between the center of the cube and the number of objects inside 

the bounding sphere 

For each value in the array index i from 1 to the number of objects inside the bounding sphere  

Calcvol(obj,picksphere)  

{  

cd = sqrt( ((objcentyv[i]- pickcubcenty)*(objcentyv[i]- pickcubcenty))+((objcentxv[i]- 

pickcubcentx)*(objcentxv[i]- pickcubcentx))); 

if ( cd <= (objradiusv[i]+pickcuber) ) 

{ 

A = (objradiusv[i]*objradiusv[i]) * (cos ((cd*cd) +(objradiusv[i]*objradiusv[i]) - 

(pickcuber*pickcuber))/ (2.0 *cd *objradiusv[i])); 

B=(pickcuber*pickcuber)* (cos ((cd*cd) - (objradiusv[i]*objradiusv[i]) 

+(pickcuber*pickcuber) )/ (2.0 *cd *pickcuber)); 

C=0.5* sqrt((objradiusv[i]+pickcuber-cd)*(objradiusv[i]-pickcuber+cd)*(pickcuber-

objradiusv[i]+cd)*(pickcuber+objradiusv[i]+cd)); 

volume =A+B+C 

}  

}  

end calcvol()  

 

5. Experiment with pick spheres 

We conducted a short experiment to demonstrate and evaluate how well the algorithms work 

for picking a desire object. Some of the test cases are shown in Figure 5. We used the volume 

of intersection test  to guide our choice of the test cases for the experiments. 

 
Figure: 5 picking process in non immersive virtual world 
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In this survey, we have focused on the most standard 3D interaction tasks allowing 

one to explore non immersive virtual environments or to pick objects. Other tasks may 

require more specific interaction techniques. We have described a lot of picking techniques 

for interaction with virtual environments under various levels of cursor positions [14]. In all 

possible comparisons, it provides a good exposure to many of the more common techniques 

currently in use. We understand their strengths and weaknesses. The first performance 

measure was angular error from the centre of the target object at the end of a trial. The second 

measure of performance was time to complete a selection. The last measure was the number 

of misses. We plan to continue this analytical study by performing a more formal experiment 

using the best of these techniques on several specific tasks. It will also be important to 

determine the differences between these Virtual Environments which have sets of usability 

Characteristics.  

6. Conclusion 

Various object picking techniques have been developed for interactive virtual 

environments.In this paper, we present a set of design guidelines and strategies to aim the 

development of picking techniques which can compensate for non immersive virtual 

environment density and target visibility. Based on these guidelines, we present new forms of 

the volume with positioning, selection and average cost of performing intersection test 

feedback, to support picking object within non immersive virtual environments. We 

discussed an implementation of the proposed techniques based on the understanding of how 

these factors affect performance. Using the bounding volume technique increases the 

robustness and reduces the computational costs. At last this algorithm provides the user with 

an easy and precise way to pick the desired object, independent of its size, location or 

orientation. We hope that this survey can aid both researchers and developers in having a 

clearer overview of the topic and in particular can be useful for practitioners and researchers 

that are new to the field of 3D object picking technique.  
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